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Cyber Psychology is a relatively new field of the behavioural 
sciences, looking at how our real world values are being shaped by 
our digital realities. From the desire for instant, shortening 
attention spans, increasing expectation and less patience than 
ever before, today’s shopper is simply a new breed. Tomorrow’s 
shopper will be different again. Only a fool would continue to do 
things in the same way if shopper values and expectations are 
changing

As AI, the subscription model and a connected world through IoT is 
set to take over low level purchase decisions (that’s the CPG 
industry by the way) are we ready? Another step-change is coming 
(post smartphone) as to how we as consumers are set to interact 
with the Path to Purchase. We have been through B2C and B2B 
but are we all ready for Business-to-Machine in B2M? Are e ready 
for the bots and algorithms to take over? 

Success has always been about delivering consumer value. 
Previously that ‘value’ was Quality, Low Price, Choice or 
Convenience. As the Gen Z shopper emerges with new value sets 
and the enabling technology prepares to significantly disrupt the 
industry, another new planogram just isn’t going to do it for us. 
The step-change is coming (cue dramatic music...)
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Our behaviours on digital have sharply affected our real 
word lives. The race for relevance is on, particularly 
towards the Gen Z consumer

With shorter and shorter attention spans, it is getting 
harder to reach any consumer with any message, either 
on digital or on real world platforms. If you have 5 
seconds on You Tube or 1 second on Insta or Facebook, 
you have even less in stores today1 6Digital 

First Attention
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We have handed over more and more of our decisions 
to the system. We inherently trust that Google Maps 
will bring us where we want to go. We don’t even sense 
check it before we set off.  It is why AI is about to be the 
next step change7 Tech. Trust

We now expect everything faster. We expect everything 
to work first time, every time. We expect everything 
personalised and authentic. The speed and accuracy of 
digital is expected in real-world scenarios and stores 

Expectant

Phygital
Natural Language Processing is set to become the 
biggest catalyst for consumer facing AI systems as we 
accept the technology into our homes and lives as 
easily as a normal conversation we would have with a 
friend. This is the beginning > ease of interaction8 AI: NLP

Gen Z is the first consumer group to grow up inside the 
digital world, millennials transferred from analog.  The 
consumer just expects everything to be integrated today, 
from communications to store experiences. Omnichannel 
is over, it is omnipotence you need to strive for now as a 
brand
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Machine and Deep Learning is already modelling your 
data, already nudging you to buy this, watch that, 
befriend this person, date that person. Algorithms are 
everywhere learning, guiding and prompting. The 
machine knows what you want, we just need to 
convince you

9 AI: 
Algorithms

The demand for ‘I want it now’ strengthens every day. 
Now with Amazon trialling 3-minute delivery, consumer 
expectations continue to deepen. We are the ‘Dancing 
Dots’ consumer today, always ready and expecting 
immediacy of connection to whatever we need4 Instant

The advances in automation are impressive, from in-
store shelf automation systems to front-of-store 
automation. This will continue, allowing human 
interaction to focus on key CX moments as opposed to 
functionality 10 AI: Robotics

The sharing economy is only in its infancy but already we 
can see the shift in consumerism away from ownership 
towards access. Why own a car when you can use Uber or 
MyTaxi to get anywhere? Why buy music or DVDs when 
you can stream? Why buy clothes when you can rent 
them? Is this the end of the consumerist model we have 
built (I make it, you buy it)?

5 Weconomy
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@KenHughesIE: educating & 
entertaining in equal measure
@EcrIreland

Always funny but always worth 
listening to the brilliant 
#kenhughes at #ecrshopper
@Shelfstock

It was a privilege to see Ken Hughes 
for the first time, what an engaging 
and informative talk.
@Catherine McHugh

Your presentation at the ECR awards yesterday was 
excellent. Some really good insights along with a 
solid amount of humour.
@Paddy Davis 


